1.
Orthological triangles
Definition
The triangle ABC is orthologic in rapport to the triangle 1 In figure 1 the triangle ABC is orthologic in rapport with 1 1 1 A B C , and the orthology center is P .
Examples a)
The triangle ABC and its complementary triangle 1 1 1 A B C (formed by the sides' middle) are orthological, the orthology center being the orthocenter H of the triangle ABC . Indeed, because 1 1 B C is a middle line in the triangle ABC , the perpendicular from A on 1 1 B C will be the height from A . Similarly the perpendicular from B on 1 1 C A and the perpendicular from C on 1 1 A B are heights in ABC , therefore concurrent in H (see Fig. 2 A B C of the center of the inscribed circle in the triangle ABC and the triangle ABC are orthological (Fig. 3) . 
3.
The characteristics of the orthology property The following Lemma gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the triangle ABC to be orthologic in rapport to the triangle 1 1 1 A B C . Lemma The triangle ABC is orthologic in rapport with the triangle 1 1 1 A B C if and only if:
Proof
In a first stage we prove that the relation from the left side, which we'll note ( ) E M is independent of the point M .
Let N M ≠ and
If the triangle ABC is orthologic in rapport to 1 1 1 A B C , we consider M their orthologic center, it is obvious that (1) is verified. If (1) is verified for a one point, we proved that it is verified for any other point from plane.
Reciprocally, if (1) M A = , which shows that the triangle 1 1 1 A B C is orthologic in rapport to triangle ABC .
Remarks

1.
We say that the triangles ABC and 1 1 1 A B C are orthological if one of the triangle is orthologic in rapport to the other.
2.
The orthology centers of two triangles are, in general, distinct points. 3.
The second orthology center of the triangles from a) is the center of the circumscribed circle of triangle ABC .
4. The orthology relation of triangles is reflexive. Indeed, if we consider a triangle, we can say that it is orthologic in rapport with itself because the perpendiculars constructed from , , A B C respectively on , , BC CA AB are its heights and these are concurrent in the orthocenter H .
5.
Bi-orthologic triangles
Definition
If the triangle ABC is simultaneously orthologic to triangle 1 1 1 A B C and to triangle 
Remark
The Pantazi's theorem can be formulated also as follows: If two triangles are biorthologic then these are tri-orthologic. 
Open Questions
